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We consider a rather general one-dimensional stochastic approximation algorithm where the 
steplengths might be random. Without assuming a martingale property of the random noise we 
obtain a strong representation by weighted averages of the error terms. We are able to apply the 
representation to an adaptive process in the case where the random noise is a martingale ditierence 
sequence as well as in the case where the random noise is weakly dependent and some moment 
conditions are satisfied. 
stochastic approximation * adaptive process • weakly dependent random variables * strong 
approximation * Robbins-Monro process 
1. Introduction 
Let M be a real valued function on R and assume that the equation M(x)= 0 
has a single root 0. Assume also that M(x)(x-  0)> 0 for all x # 0. Then there are 
various effective methods to determine 0, if M(x) can be observed for any given x 
without noise. But if there are only noisy observations available, a lot of difficulties 
arise. 
Robbins and Monro [20] presented a recursive algorithm for estimating 0. They 
chose an arbitrary random variable X1 and defined X. by 
Xn+~=Xn-an-~Y,, (1.1) 
a > 0, where Y, = M(Xn)+ E~ is the observation of M at X, subject o an error 
E,. In the subsequent years several authors proved almost sure convergence of X, 
to 0 (Blum [1]), asymptotic normality of nl/2(X,- O) (Chung [2]), statements on 
the rate of convergence up to laws of the iterated logarithm (Heyde [11 ], Gasposhkin 
and Krasulina [9]), and weak invariance principles of the process  (nl/2(X[,t]-0)) 
(McLeish [18]) under suitable conditions on both the function M and the errors 
E,. Kersting [14] represented X, by weighted sums of lid random variables. By his 
method strong invariance principles (cf. Heyde [12]) could be obtained which imply 
most of the preceding results. (For a recent survey of this matter see Schmetterer 
[22]. Further results may be found in [15].) 
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Let M have a derivative at 0 satisfying M'(O) = A > 0. An important requirement 
to achieve an optimal rate of convergence is 2Aa > 1. In order to choose an 
appropriate a in the Robbins-Monro procedure it is thus necessary to have some 
knowledge about a lower bound for A. But even in this case minimal variance in 
the limiting distribution is obtained only for a = A -~. For that reason Venter [25] 
proposed a modification of the Robbins-Monro procedure, where at the n-th step 
a is replaced by an estimate of ;t -~ depending on the observations up to time n. 
(Such a procedure will be called adaptive). He could show that its asymptotic 
behaviour is equivalent to the "optimal" Robbins-Monro procedure with a = A -~. 
We will investigate the slightly modified version of Fabian [8]. 
Let X1 be an arbitrary random variable and define Xn recursively by 
where 
Xn+, = Xn-AnYn, (1.2) 
Yn =½(M(Xn + Cn)+ M(Xn-Cn)+ Un), (1.3) 
n 
D,,=n -1 ~ (2ci)-~(M(Xi+ci)-M(Xi-ci)+ V~), (1.4) 
i= l  
c.=cn -~', c>0,  0<y<½,  and 
f(n log n) -1 if Dn > log n, 
An =~n -1+`~ if Dn < n -'~, (1.5) 
[( nDn) -1 otherwise, 
n>~3, Ax=A2=l ,  a>0.  
The procedure is as follows: At time n observations Y<,÷)= M(Xn+cn)+ U~ ÷) 
and Y~-)= M(X,-cn)+ U~ -) are taken at Xn+c,, Xn-c,  resp. and M(Xn) is 
estimated by Yn=½(Y~+) + Y<,-)). (2c,)-x( Y~+)- Y<,-))is an estimate of A, which is 
improved by taking averages Dn. For technical reasons D~ 1 must be truncated which 
leads to the definition of An. The errors become Un = U~ +) + U~ -), V, = U~ ÷) - U~ -~. 
n 
The results so far mentioned required at least a martingale property of ~i=~ Ei. 
However Ljung [17] could prove almost sure convergence for some rather general 
stochastic approximation procedures 
Xn+l = Xn-A,(M(Xn)+ En + Bn), (1.6) 
where X~, An, En, and Bn are random variables, under very mild restrictions on 
the behaviour of the error terms. In Section 3 we will obtain the same result under 
less restrictive assumptions on M, if, as in the present case, the systematic errors 
Bn in the observations may be described as suitably chosen functions of Xn. 
Starting from Kersting's work [14], Ruppert [21] developed a representation of
Xn by means of weighted sums of the error terms. Unfortunately his Theorem 3.1 
cannot be applied directly to adaptive procedures. Therefore we modify this theorem 
appropriately and present a theorem about the structure of the process defined by 
(1.2) to~(1.5). From this we can obtain the desired optimal properties of the process 
under consideration as long as the error terms are sufficiently well-behaved. 
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2. Results 
First we will consider the sufficiently general one-dimensional procedure 
X.+~= X. -A . (M(X . )+ E.) (2.1) 
for finding a root 0 of M(x)= 0, where M is a real valued function on R, A. > 0 
may be a random variable, E. may contain random noise and systematic error as 
well, and XI is an arbitrary random variable. 
Theorem 1. Let (X,)  be defined by (2.1) and assume 
A1: there are A > 0, ~7 > 0, such that 
M(x)= X(x-O)-t O(Ix-OI for x 0", 
A2: X .  -* 0 a.s.; 
A3: nA. = a+O(n  -p) a.s. for some a>0,  p>0;  
A4: there is A ~ (0, 1], such that ~,.°°=1 nSA.E, converges a.s. for all 8 < A. 
Then in case Aa > A: 
n'a(X.+,-O)=-n-X°+'a ~.~= 1 f '°A,E,+O(n -~) a.s. 
for some e > 0; and in case Aa <~ A: 
n 
nX"(X.+,-O) =-  Z iA°A,E,+Z+o(1) 
i=1  
a .  s .  
for some random variable Z. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 4. The case of deterministic steplength 
A, = n -~ had been treated in [21]. The condition on the systematic errors naB, -* b 
a.s. posed there implies almost sure convergence of ~=~ n-~+SB, for 8 < A and 
N 
lim n -A'+a ~, iA" - lB i=(Aa-A) - lb  a.s. 
n--~oo i= l  
for Aa > A by means of the Toeplitz Lemma. Therefore the one-dimensional results 
of [21] can be derived from Theorem 1. Condition A2 on the almost sure convergence 
of the process X,  is very implicit. Sufficient conditions for A2 to hold can be found 
in [17]. Another set of sufficient conditions that is more adequate to the problem 
treated here is given in the next section. 
For simplicity of notation we introduce some abbreviations: For all ~ >-- 1 and all 
integers k let N(k, /~) = {n ¢ N, k ~ 6 n < (k+ 1) ~} and m(k,/~) be the smallest integer 
in N(k, /~).  
We are now able to formulate our main result. 
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Theorem 2. Consider the adaptive stochastic approximation procedure (X,)  defined 
by (1.2) to (1.5). Assume 
BI" M(x) (x  - O) > 0 for all x # O; 
B2: M is Lipschitz continuous; 
B3: M has two derivatives in a neighbourhood U of 8, M ' (O)=A>0,  
supx~ tr IM"(x)l < oo; 
B4: ~<V<½, a~<z, 
B5" there is el > 0 satisfying 2d/ < ½- 7, such that, for all/z >- 1, 
In l (a) sup ~, Ui =O(k ~'/2-'/2+*) 
n ~C(k, I,') I i= m(k, ~) 
" I (b) sup 2 Vi =O(k  w/2-'/2+q') 
n~'Ar( k, P-) i=m(k,p.) 
Then 
a.s., 







Xn ~ 0 a.s., 
D~--> A a.s., 
nS(X, -O)-*O a.s. for all 8<½, 
n~(D, -A )~O a.s. for all ~<½- T, 
nl/2(X~+l-O)=-½a-ln-'/2Y.~__ 1 V,+o(1) a.s. 
n~/2-V(D~-,~ )=(2c)-~n-1/2-'Y~=~ ivVi+o(1) a.s. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 5. Condition B3 implies A1 with 
rl = 1. Of course, B5 is the most severe of the conditions. But in case of iid errors 
with mean zero and all moments existing, B5 is fulfilled for all ~ > 0 according to 
Theorem 3.2.1. of Cs6rg6 und R6v6sz [3]. We can replace B5 by a moment condition 
which might be checked more easily. 
Lemma 1. Let E. be random variables and p >-2. Assume that for every e > 0 there 





p ) <- C~m p/2+~ (2.2) 
for all integers m. Then condition B5 is satisfied for all ~ > p-1 with E, instead of U, 
resp. Vn. 
Proof. By Theorem 5 of Lai and Stout [16] we obtain a maximal inequality 
where C'  depends on p and e only. Now an application of Markov's inequality 
and the Borel-Cantelli Lemma yields the desired result. 
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According to Theorem 6 of Lai and Stout [16], condition (2.2) may be weakened to 
) sup P U~ >- x ~ x-PC~m p/2+~ (2.3) 
a | i=a+l  
for all integers m and all real x 1> 0, and a maximal inequality concerning the tail 
probabilities can be derived. B5 is again implied by means of the Borel-Cantelli 
Lemma. 
On the other hand, B5 implies a.s. convergence of F. n-~+SU, resp. ~ n-~+~V, for 
all 8 <½ (see Lemma 4 below with W, = n-~+8). Thus using the Kronecker Lemma 
we can derive (iii) and (i) from (v), resp. (iv) and (ii) from (vi) in Theorem 2. 
Results (v) and (vi) are very powerful tools for investigating asymptotic properties 
of 3(, and D,,  because those can be deduced directly from the behaviour of the 
error sums. In order to illustrate these facts we consider some kinds of weakly 
dependent error sequences. 
Examples. 1. Let E, be a completely regular (p-mixing) sequence. Ibragimov [13] 
has shown in his Theorem 2.1 resp. Lemma 2.1 that condition (2.2) is satisfied for 
p <~ 3 if E, is strictly stationary, E(E , )  = 0, and E([E,I p) < oo. By an induction 
technique (cf. Doob [5, pp. 225 f.]) this result can be extended to all p ~> 2. 
If, however, condition (2.2) is valid for the second moments (i.e. p = 2) and if 
the absolute moments of order p (> 2) are uniformly bounded, it is possible to prove 
(2.2) for these p without any further equirements by means of the above-mentioned 
technique. Thus stationarity is immaterial. We note that under similar conditions 
weak invariance principles for Y_~=~ E~ can be obtained (cf. [10]). 
2. Let U., resp. V. be strictly stationary C-mixing sequences such that £ ¢(n) ~/2 < 
oo. Assume E ( U. ) = E ( V. ) = 0 and E (] U.[ p) < oo, E (I V.I p) < oo. As C-mixing implies 
p-mixing, condition (2.2) is fulfilled according to the previous example. 
-I " Ui) 2, and, Let S~(t) = ~i~t Ui, S2(t) = ~i~, V. cr~ = lim._.~ n E(~=~ 
2 analogously, o-2 for V.. Assume o-~ > 0. Then according to Theorem 4.1 of Philipp 
and Stout [19], S~(t) satisfies a strong invariance principle for i = I, 2. That means: 
if X. satisfies (v), then we can redefine the process (n~/2(X.+ I - 0)), without changing 
its distribution, on a richer probability space together with a standard Brownian 
motion B~ such that 
n~/E(x.+~-O) =½o',A-Inl/2B~(n)+o(1) a.s. 
This implies, for example, asymptotic normality of n~/e(x. - O) with mean zero and 
variance ~ 2.--2 Cr~^ and a law of the iterated logarithm: 
lim sup(2 log log n)-l/2nl/2[Xn - 01 = ½0"lA -1 a.s. 
r l -~oO 
Similarly, using a slight modification of Ruppert's [21] Lemma 4.1 on weighted 
averages of weakly dependent random variables, we obtain 
nl/2-V(D. - A) = tr2(2c)-1(1 +2y)-~/2n-~/2-VB2(n 1+2~) +0(1) a.s. 
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with B2 standard Brownian motion on a suitably chosen probability space. Thus 
n~/2-V(D. -A)  is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance 
o'22(4c2(1 + 2y) ) -k  
3. On strong consistency 
Throughout his section we make use of the fact that in the procedure defined 
by (1.2) to (1.5), as in many other applications, the systematic error B, in (1.6) can 
be described as B. = M.(X . ) -  M(X . )  for suitably chosen functions M.. For that 
reason we investigate algorithms of the shape 
X,+I=X. -A . (M. (X . )+E. ) ,  
where M. are real valued functions on R and A. 
(1.6). This kind of procedure is sometimes called dynamic stochastic approximation 
and has been treated for example in [6]. 
Before we proceed we state a Lemma which will be useful for the proofs in this 
and the following section. 
(3.1) 
> 0 may be random, instead of 
Lemma 2. Let (a. ) ,  (y.), (8.), and (~.) be sequences of real numbers, satisfying 
(a.) ,  (y.),  and (~,.) are nonnegative, an -'> O, .Y y. = o~. and .Y, 6. converges. 
(i) If 
g.+l <~ max(a. ,  g. + 8. - y.) (3.2) 
then ~. ~ O. 
(ii) I f  
g.+l <~ max(a. ,  ~. + 8.) (3.3) 
then ( ~. ) is bounded. 
(iii) I f  
~r.+l ~< max(a. ,  (1 - y.)¢. + 6.) (3.4) 
then ~. ~ O. 
Remark. (i) is a special case of Lemma 1 of Derman and Sacks [4]. (ii) and (iii) 
can be established by a similar proof, where (ii) has already been mentioned by 
Venter [24] and (iii) needs an application of the Kronecker Lemma. 
Theorem 3. Let 0 ~ ~ and X .  be defined by (3.1). Assume 
CI: for all e>0 there exists N(e) ,  such that M. (x ) (x -O)>O for all n>~N(e) 
and Ix - OI >1 e; 
C2: l iminf  inf IM.(x)l>Ofor aI182>~81>0; 
C3: there are a, fl > 0 and No, such that 
IM.(x)l< a+131x-Ol forall n>~ No and all x; 
C4: A. ~ 0, E~°=1 A. = oo a.s.; 
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C5" ~=1 A.E .  converges a~s. 
Then 
X. -*O a.s. 
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Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose 0 = 0. 
By pathwise investigation X. (to) --> 0 will be shown for any to satisfying A. (to) -~ 0, 
~.~--1 A.(to) = oo, and ~.~__1 A.(to)E.(to) converges. In view of Conditions C4 and 
C5 the proof will then be complete. Therefore we fix such an to and write x., an 
etc. instead of X,(to), Am(to) etc. All "constants" occurring may depend on to. 
By C4 there is N~>max(No, N(1)) such that sup.~Na.f l  <~ 1, and by C1 there 
are e., n >I N, such that e. --> 0 and Mk(x)x  > 0 for all k t> n and all Ix[ I> e.. Now 
by means of an easy discrimination we obtain from (3.1) and C3 that 
+ +-a .e . ) ,  n>~ N, x.+l <~ max(2e. + a . (a  + le.I), xn 
where x + := max(x., 0). Thus (x +) is bounded by some constant C according to 
Lemma 2(ii). 
As mentioned by Dvoretzky [7] for the Robbins-Monro process, by C2 there are 
p. and 7?. satisfying p,, --> O, .Y a.p.  = oo, 71n -* O, and for n i> N: ~/n 1> e. and 
inf M.(x)>~ p.. 
71n ~x~ C 
Discriminating again we obtain 
+ + 
x.+l <~ max(2T/. + a.(a  + le.]), x .  - a .p.  - a.e.), n >t N. 
+ 
Thus x. ->0 according to Lemma 2(i). By consideration of symmetry x-~:= 
max(-x. ,  0)--> 0 which completes the proof. 
Remarks. 1. If instead of a single value 0 a suitable sequence (0.) is considered 
(cf. Dupa~ [6]) then a generalization of Theorem 3 for Dvoretzky [4] type dynamic 
stochastic approximation schemes may be derived. 
2. If M.-= M then B1 and B2 are sufficient for C1 to C3 to hold. Thus we may 
permit functions vanishing at infinity, which cannot be treated in general by the 
methods of Ljung [17]. 
3. If, as in the setting of Theorem 2, Mr. may be defined by M.(x) := 
½(M(x+ c.)+ M(x -  c.)), where c.--> 0, then C1 resp. C3 is an easy consequence of 
B1 resp. B2 and C2 may be obtained from B1 and B2 by consideration ofthe inequality 
inf IMn(x)l inf IM(x)l. 
~l~lX-Ol~S2 8~-c.<<-Ix-o1~2+c. 
4. Proof of Theorem 1 
Following the work of Ruppert [21] we will first obtain a result concerning the 
rate of convergence. Our proof will be less complicated, but this depends heavily 
on the fact that we restrict ourselves to the one-dimensional case. 
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Lemma 3. Consider the situation in Theorem 1 and let the conditions A1, A2, and 
A3*: nAn --> a a.s. fo r  some real a > 0; 
A4*: ~,,°°__ 1 nSA,,E,, converges a.s. for  some 8 ~ (0, 1); 
be satisfied. Then in case Aa > 8 
n~(X,, - O) ~ 0 a.s. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may suppose 0 = 0. It will be sufficient to show 
(n -  1)~X. ~ 0 a.s. As in [21] we obtain 
n~X.+~ = (n - 1)SX. + n~-~( SX .  - nA .M(X . ) )  + D . ,  (4.1) 
where D. =-nSAnEn+O(n  8-2) a.s. because of A2. From A4* a.s. convergence of 
Y~.~_~ D.  follows. Thus by A2 and A3* it will be enough to show (n -  1)SX.(to)-~ 0
for all to such that lim._.oo X.(to)= 0, lim._.~o nA.( to)  = a, and Y~.~ D. (to) converges. 
Fix such an to. Until the end of the proof we will again write x~ instead of Xn(to) etc. 
The crucial point is to find a suitable bound for 8x. - na .M(x . ) .  Because of Aa > 8 
we can find A'< A and T > 0 such that A'a > 8 + z still holds. For n large enough 
we obtain [M(x,,)[~> A'lx,,[ and na.lM(x.)l<~2Xalx.I according to A1, A2, and A3* 
as well as A'na.  >1 8+ z. Thus there is an No (>4An + 1) such that, for n I> No, 
8x,, - na, ,M(x, ,)  <- 8x~ -A 'na~x~ <~ -¢x .  
if x~ i>0, and 8x,, -na, ,M(x, , )<~ -2Aax. if xn <0. Thus 
n~x.++~ ~< max(Id. I, (1 -  1"n-~)(n- 1)Sx~ + + d~) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
for n >/No can be derived from (4.1). By Lemma 2(iii) (n - 1)8x: -> 0 and a symmetry 
consideration completes,the proof. 
Proof of the theorem. Suppose 0 = 0. By A1 to A3 we may write 
A, ,M(X , , )  = an- lAXn + R,,, 
where Rn =O(n-~[X, , I  ~+" + a.s. Thus, following [21] we can conclude 
n2"~Xn+l = ( n - 1)x°X. - z,,,X,, - n2'"R,, - n•"A,,E,,, 
where v. = O(n x~-2) is real. Iteration yields 
n2'"X,,+l =-  Y~ (~'iXi + iX"Ri) - Y. iX"A~E~. (4.4) 
i=1  i= l  
For all 8<A' :=min(Aa ,  A) the conditions of Lemma 3 are satisfied; thus X. = 
O(n -8) a.s. Therefore we can find e '> 0 such that 
n-~'a+a'(v,X, + n~'"R~) = O(n -1-~') a.s. (4.5) 
In case Aa <~ A we obtain a.s. convergence of _~,ooffi~ (v,,X~ + nX°R~) to a random 
variable Z, and from (4.4) we conclude the desired result. 
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In case Aa > A the Kronecker Lemma and (4.5) yield 
n 
n-Xa+a E (v,Xi + iX"R,)=O(n -~) 
i=1 
a.s .  
for some e > 0. Thus multiplication of equation (4.4) by n-X"+a completes the proof. 
5. Proof of Theorem 2 
As an additional notation we introduce N ' (k ,g )=N(k ,  tz)w{m(k+l,/z)}. 
Nothing is changed in condition B5(b) if the supremum is taken over )¢"(k,/~) 
instead of N(k,/~). The main idea of the proof is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let U., W. be random variables and 
min(p, ½+ z). Assume that 
Wn=O(n  -1/2-r) a.s. 
and, for all I~ >~ 1, 
sup IW~ - Wm(K~, ) l=o(k  -~/2-1/2-°) a.s. 
n ~./C'( k,~ )
and B5(a) are satisfied. Then ~,~1 W,,U,, converges a.s. 
let ~'>0, p>0 and 0<0< 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
Proof. For all/z t> 1 and all integers k let Wk,~, = Wm(k,~) and U~,~, =Y-i~x(k,~,) Ui- 
Assertion: For/z i> 1 and 1 ~< v < (1 +20)-1(1 +2p), 
oO oo  
~., W~,Uk,~, converges a.s. if E Wk,~,~Uk,,,,~ converges a.s. (5.3) 
k=l  k=l  
For every integer k there exists exactly one integer j (k) such that k ~ N(j(k) ,  1,). 
Obviously relations like m(j(k), ~,1~) =O(k~'), j (k) = O(kl/~), m(k, Iz)-  
m(j(k), vp)= O(k~'-l/~), j(k) -1= O(k -1/~) hold. Now we can split the sum 
O0 O0 O0 
E w~u~ = E (w~-  ws~,~) u~ + E 
k=l  k=l  k=l  
Wj(k).,,~ Uk.~,. (5.4) 
Conditions (4.2) and B5(a) yield 
( w~.,, - wj~.~, . )  u,~, = O( j (k ) -~/2 -1 /2 -o  k,,/2-,/~+,) 
=O(k  -O/2+p)/v-U2+¢') a.s .  
As the last exponent is less than -1  according to the conditions on v, the first sum 
on the right hand side of (5.4) is seen to be convergent a.s. by means of the dominated 
convergence theorem. For the second term we examine the partial sums 
K j(K)--~ 
E wj~,o.~,,u~,, = E wj.,,,, E U~,,+R(I,:), (5.5) 
k---- 1 j~- 1 k~oq'(j ,v) 
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where 
K 
R(K)= Wj(K),~, Y. U~,. 
k=m( j (K ) ,v )  
A rather tedious computation shows 
Y'. U~ = Uj.,~, + S( j  + 1) - S(j), 
ke.lC(j,v) 
where S(j)  = ~., Ui and the sum is taken over all i satisfying j~" <~ i < re(j, v) ~'. This 
implies 
J J 
~, Wj,~, ~, Uk,~, = ~., Wj,~,Uj,~, +R'(J), (5.6) 
j----I k~dC(.hv) j----I 
where 
J -1  
R'( J )  = Wj,,,~S(J+ I ) -  ~., (W.i+,,,, ~-  W.h~,~)S(j+ I)-- WIS(1). 
j= l  
Now S(j) = O(j  v~/2-~/2+*) a.s.by condition B5(a). Thus we obtain, by means of (5.1), 
Wj.,,~,S(J+ 1) = O(J  -~'-1/2-*) = o(1) a.s. 
and, by means of (5.2), 
(Wj+, ,~-  Wj ,~)S( j+ I )=O( j  -'-p+*) a.s., 
which implies the a.s. convergence of the sum and consequently of R'(J). Now by 
(5.4) to (5.6) the proof of the assertion is complete if we can show R(K)  -> 0 a.s. 
But the considerations concerning S(j) also yield 
K 
~., U~,~=O(j(K) "~'/2-'/2+*) a.s. 
k=ra( j (  K ),v) 
Thus we obtain, by means of (4.1), 
R(K)=O( j (K )  -~'-'/2+*) a.s., 
which yields the desired result because of $ <½+ r. 
By repeated application of the assertion (5.3) we obtain, for all integer N and 
all real v satisfying 1~ v < (1 + 2 $ ) -  ~ ( 1 + 2p), 
oo co 
WiUi converges a.s. if ~ Wi,~,U~, converges a.s., 
i= I  i=1  
where p~ = v ~. Of course, there is no problem in choosing v and N such that 
I~= vN>I+r  -~. But for / z> l+¢ -~ we can deduce the a.s. convergence of 
oo ~,i=1 W~,U~, from Wi,~,Ui,~, = O(i -*~-1/2+*) = O(i -l-*) a.s. for some e > 0. Thus the 
lemma is proven. 
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Now we proceed to prove the theorem. This rather technical proof is divided into 
five steps, where the odd numbers correspond to statements on X., the even ones 
to those on D.. 
Step 1. We want to apply Theorem 3 to establish a.s. convergence of X.. Therefore, 
let M. be defined by M.(x)=½(M(x+ c.)+ M(x-  c.)). As already mentioned in 
Section 3, the M. satisfy conditions C1 to C3. The definition of A. in (1.5) implies 
A. --> 0 and ~.°°= 1 A. = oo. Thus Theorem 3 guarantees the validity of statement (i): 
X. -* 0 a.s., if we can prove 
oo 
~., A.U,, converges a.s. (5.7) 
n~l  
In order to apply I.emma 4, we investigate 
A. -  Am = A,,Am(Am~- A:~). 
An easy discrimination yields for m <~ n: 
Ia '-az)l< lnD.-mD.l+(n log n-m log m). 
By the Definition (1.4) of D. and B2 we obtain 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
n n i n 
i~V~= ~ ~, ( f f - ( j -1)~)V~+m ~ ~ V~ 
i~ -m+l  i=m+l  j=m+l  i~m+l  
n n n 
= E ( ] ' - ( j - l ) ' )  E V~+m" E V~. 
j=m+l  i f f i j  i f  m+ l 
From now on let m = re(k,/~) and n,j~ .Ar'(k, I~). By Condition B5(b) 
supl ~ Vi [=O(k  t'/2-1/2+*) a.s., 
j ,  n i f f i j  
and thus 
sup ~ ( j s - ( j -1 ) '~) l  ~ V/ 
n j f f im+l  i f f i j  
Consequently we obtain 
N 
E i v v, = O(k 
i==m+l  
(upS. ) = 0 s (ff - ( j - .1)V)k ~'/2-1/2+~' 
= O(k~'~+~'n-l/2+*) a.s. 
a.s .  (5.11) 
where/3 is the Lipschitz constant of M. 
Since n - m <~ n log m - m log m the second term needs some additional work: 
n 
InD.-mDml~/3(n-m)+(2c) -~ ~ i'rVi, (5.10) 
i~m+l  
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Creative application of the mean value theorem shows 
sup(n log n - m log m) = O(k ~-1 log k). 
Combining (5.9) to (5.11) we obtain 
suplA ' -A?, ' I  = O(k"V+"/:-'/2+*+ k"-'  log k) a.s., (5.12) 
n 
and because of A. = O(n -1+~) we infer from (5.8) that 
sup lA . -A . ,  I = O(k-3~'12+2~'a+"v-~/2+*+ k -~' 2~'~-1 log k) a.s. 
With ¢ =½-a  and p =½-y-~ > ~ the conditions of Lemma 4 are fulfilled for 
W. = A., which proves (5.7). 
Step 2. For a moment we have to investigate realizations to such that X.(to)--> 0. 
Because of B3 we can use the mean value theorem for n large enough and obtain 
(2c.)-'( M(X.(to) + c . ) -  M(X. ( to) -  c.)) = M'(~.) 
for some ]~, -X . ( to ) l<  c.. Since ~.--> 0 and M'  is continuous at 0 this implies 
(2c.) - l (M(X.(to)+c.) -M(X.(to)-c . ) ) -> A. 
The last statement holds for almost all to in view of (i). Thus 
n 
n -1 ~, (2ci)-~(M(Xi+ci)-M(Xi-ci))->A a.s. (5.13) 
i= l  
by the Ces/lro Theorem. Applying Lemma 4 to W. = n -l+v and V. instead of U. 
we obtain a.s. convergence of ~.°°__ 1n-~+vV, and by the Kronecker Lemma 
n 
n : l  ~ i vVi-->0 a.s. 
i= l  
Thus (5.13) implies (ii). 
Step 3. As an easy consequence of (ii) we obtain 
nA. --> A-I a.s. (5.14) 
We want to apply Theorem 1 to our adaptive procedure. Therefore we define 
E. = ½ U. + B., where 
B. =½(M(X. + c.)+ M(X. -c . ) ) -  M(X.). 
Again we have to consider ealizations to such that X.(to)-> 0. Because of B3 and 
Taylor expansion we obtain 
iB.(to)l -~c .  sup [M"(x)] 
xeU 
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for n large enough. This implies B, = O(n -2y) a.s. in view of(i). Noticing An = O(n -~) 
a.s. we get 
oo 
~, nSA,,B,, converges a.s. (5.15) 
n=l  
for all 8<2y and hence for all 8~<½ as y>¼. If, in addition to (5.14) and (5.15), 
we can prove 
oo 
Y. nSAnUn converges a.s. (5.16) 
n=l  
for all B < I, then the conditions of Lemma 3 are fulfilled, which implies statement 
(iii). 
Since An = O(n -~) a.s., from (5.8) and (5.12) we can deduce, for all 8 ~½, 
sup nSlAn--A,n(k,,,)l=O(k -'/2-1/2-') a.s., 
n~C'(k,~) 
where O = ½- y - O > O. Furthermore 
sup (n~-m(k,p.)8)lAm<~,)l=O(kS"-l- ')  a.s. 
n~C'(k,~) 
holds. Because of 
n~An - mSA,. = nS(An - Am) + (n 8 - mS)Am 
1 we obtain for all 6 ~< ~, 
sup In~An-m(k, tz)~Am(~.,)l=O(k -~/2-~/2-p) a.s. (5.17) 
n~X'(/c,~) 
Thus Wn = n SAn satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4 with ~" = I -8  for all 8 < I, 
which proves (5.16). 
Step 4. Because of (i) and B3, Taylor expansion up to the second derivative yields 
(2cn) - l (M(Xn+cn) -M(Xn-c~))=A +O(n~([Xn]+cn) 2) a.s., 
and the last term is dominated by O(n -~) a.s. by means of (iii). Thus we obtain 
n 
n -1 ~" (2c~)-~(M(Xi+ci ) -M(Xi -c i ) )=A+O(n -~) a.s. (5.18) 
i= l  
by an easy application of the Toeplitz Lemma. Since ½-2y<0 statement (vi) is 
seen to be true and (iv) can again be derived by means of Lemma 4 and the Kronecker 
Lemma. 
Step 5. As an easy consequence of (iv) and the definition of An we obtain 
nAn-A- '=A- tnAn(A- (nAn) - l )=O(n  -~) a.s. (5.19) 
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for all ~-< ½-3. Thus Condition A3 is satisfied and Condition A4 holds for d = ½ 
in view of (5.15) and (5.16). Hence we can apply Theorem 1 and 
nl/2(X.+l-O)=-½ n-1/2 ~'. iAiUi -n-1/2 Z iA,Bi+o(1) 
i=1  i=1 
a.s. (5.20) 
If we can show that 
oo 
~. n-l/2(nA. - A-l) U. converges a.s. (5.21) 
then statement (v) can immediately be derived from (5.20) by an application of the 
Kronecker Lemma to (5.21) and (5.15) which still holds for 8 =½. 
Let W, = n-1/2(nA. -A- l ) .  Then (5.1) is satisfied for z <½-y  according to (5.19). 
Since 
sup In -1/2- m(k, l~)-1/21 =O(k -~'/2-1) 
condition (5.2) can be derived from (5.17) in case 8 =½. Thus Lemma 4 applies 
which completes the proof. 
6. The martingale case 
A shortcoming of Theorem 2 is that it cannot be applied if the error terms have 
some martingale property, but do not satisfy Condition B5 on the increments. 
However without changing much we are able to obtain 
Theorem 4. I f  in Theorem 2 Condition B5 is replaced by 
B5*: ( Un, ~. )  and ( V., ~. )  are martingale difference sequences for a suitable 
chosen sequence ( ~. )  of or-fields, such that X1 is s~, -measurable, and sup. E (U2.) < oo, 
sup, E ( V 2) <oo, 
then the statements of Theorem 2 remain true. 
Proof. We only have to prove (5.7), (5.16), and (5.21), under Condition B5*, and 
nothing else has to be changed in the proof of Theorem 2. Let Ao = 0. As A. is 
~.-measurable for all n a well known result on martingale transforms (see Theorem 




An-1 Un converges a.s. 
because of A, ~< n -1+~ and B5*. By the same result we obtain 
oo 
nSA._IU, converges a.s. 
n=l  
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for all 8 < ½, if (ii) holds, and 
O0 
~'. n-l/2(nAn_] - A-l) Un converges a.s. 
n=l  
if (iv) is true. Thus it is sufficient o prove 
E (A . -A . _ , )U .  
n=l  
converges a.s. (6.1) 
and, if (ii) holds, 
O0 
~, nS(A,. - A,._O U. converges a.s. 
n=l  
for all 8 <~½. 
From (5.8) to (5.10) we can conclude 
IA.-A._d<~ CA.A._,(n~lV.l÷log n) 
(6.2) 
for some constant C. Therefore 
oO oo  oD 
E I(A.-A.-,)U.I<~C E n~A.A.-du.v.l+C E A~A._,lognlU.[. 
n=l  n~- I  n~- I  
(6.3) 
By the monotone convergence theorem we obtain 
E n-'-elU.V. -Y  n-'-~E(IU.V.l)<~supE(IU.V.I) Y~ n -'-~ 
1 n=l  n n=l  
As [U.V.[<~ U~+ V~ the right hand side is finite by B5* for all e>0.  This implies 
a.s. convergence of ~-1  n-l-~[U.V.I and we can conclude 
n 
~. n~A.A._,[U.V.[ converges a.s. 
",n----1 \ 
since A~A._I = O(n-2+2"). The second sum on the right hand side of (6.3) can be 
treated in a similar way. Hence (6.1) is seen to be true. 
If (ii) holds we obtain nSA,,A._I = O(n -2+8) a.s. and the proof of (6.2) proceeds 
just along the same line. 
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